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D irected by Kaohsiung District Court D.A. Chen, Chien-ho, the

 task  force formed by the Coast Guard Administration Pintung

Reconnaissance Brigade, Coast Patrol Corps 6-2, Taoyuan Reconnais-

sance Brigade, Special Police Corps of Kaohsiung  Municipal City Po-

lice Administration, Taipei Customs Office have, on March 31, 2004,

successfully intercepted suspects Shiao, Jiou-sheng, Tong, Chang-fan at

the CKS Airport Terminal I interrogation room , allegedly attempting

to smuggling in narcotics though hollow shoe sole found among the

two suspects, where 13 packets f heroin had

been uncovered, weighing more than 730

grams.

Pintung Reconnaissance Brigade of the

Coast Guard Administration has trailed the

case for quite some time, and focused on a man

nicknamed "Tang Zhai", who makes a living

by peddling heroin, and often sends persons

to traffic drugs from Mainland China for the

steady demand.  Coming upon the informa-

tion that Tang Zhai is on the move again by

sending two persons for drug trafficking, investigators begin to lock on

two traffickers.  Under the command of Kaohsiung District Court D.A.

's Office, a task force made up of the Pintung Reconnaissance Brigade

of the Coast Guard Administration, Coast Patrol Corps 6-2, Taoyuan

Reconnaissance Brigade, Special Police Corps of Kaohsiung  Municipal

City Police Administration, Taipei Customs Office, Kaohsiung Munici-

pal  Investigation Office assembled at CKS Airport, Taoyuan to wait for

the traffickers.

As intelligence locked the suspects Shiao, Jiou-shen, Tog, Chang-

fan who boarded China Airline flight CI-8030 on March 24, 2005 at CKS

730
Drug trafficking concealing in shoe
sole---Coast Guard Administration
intercepts 730g of heroin at CKS Airport
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International Airport in Taoyuan head-

ing for Hong Kong for transiting to

mainland China.  At Houjeh Town,

Dongguan, Guangdong, China at

around 12:00 noon on March 30, Tong,

Chang-fan has been spotted contacting

a Taiwanese man nicknamed "Shiao

Hu" for fetching a pair of Adidas

sneakers, used for concealing heroin,

which will later be worn by Shiao Jiou-

sheng and at 5:00PM  of the same day,

the crackdown force spots the traffick-

ers Tong Chang-fan (age 35), Shiao Jiou-

sheng (age 34) boarding Fu Hsing Air-

line flight number GE-372 departing

from Guangdong, China heading for

Taoyuan CKS Airport via Macao, where crackdown officers, finding

suspect Tong wearing extra large sneakers and walks in a funny way.

Shiao and Tong were uncovered 730.2 and 2.4 grams of heroin from

their shoes.

Suspect Shiao Jiou-sheng has defended that the Adidas  sneakers

were gifts from Tong's shoemaking friend, intended to test the function

of the shoe, and known nothing of the drug, whereas suspect Tong has

defended that the Adidas sneakers had been entrusted by a friend nick-

named "Shiao Hu", who asks him to carry them back to Taiwan to be

given to someone, and admits that the narcotics concealed in the sole of

his La New leisure shoes has been intended for his own consumption

upon returning to Taiwan.

Suspect Tong is known as a frequent traveler in and out from China

smuggling counterfeit designer goods, and suspect Shiao is a Manpower

Bank employee.  Neither of them could provide clear explanation as to

the origin of the drugs.   They defended that someone would contact

them after they pass through the customs successfully.  Following the

interrogation as the two suspects' confessions clearly run against each

other, suspects Shiao Jiou-sheng and Tong Chang-fan have violated the

provisions enlisted under par 1, Article 2 of the Narcotics Hazard Pre-

vention Act promulgated by Executive Yuan. The Narcotics Hazard Pre-

vention and Punishment against Trafficking Act is forbidding the ille-

gal possession or trafficking, selling, taken into account their explicit

intent of trafficking class one narcotics for illicit gain.   The two, having

registered in Taichung County, have been referred to the District Court

of Taichung, Taiwan.   The seized narcotic was sending to lab verifica-

tion at the Ministry of Justice Investigation Bureau.

Pintung Reconnaissance Brigade asserts that although concealing

drugs in shoe sole is nothing new, yet it is rather rare that as many as 10

packets of drugs could be stuffed into the shoe sole, which when com-

pacted could not be scanned by the X-ray machine, nor by the drug-

sniffling dogs, making it easier for the suspects to get away from the

detectives.  However, the case has been solved under the sharp eyes of

the experienced Coast Guard Law Enforcement Agents.

(The author is a detective of the Pintung Reconnaissance Brigade)




